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Blog...
ROB’s

Another great meeting with the District Governor
Keith and Gabrielle - what a lovely couple they are!
It was delight to have them with us for their official
visit on Monday. During his speech, Keith was
very complimentary of our club, members and our
current projects. He reminded me of how many of our members are working
at district level, and they include: Trevor Pang (Mr Rotary), John Benger,
Janice Kesterton, Jo Cowling, and Judy Nettleton who has just come off the
ARH committee.
We all wish Keith the very best for the rest of the year, and for the District
Conference to go well in March.

I met recently with Senior Sergeant Tony Loveridge of the Richmond Police
and asked him if the station would provide a guest speaker which we can look
forward to on February 13th of next year. I also asked if they could see where
Rotary could help in the community as they have a different outlook of the
area then we do and their thoughts will be invaluable. I have extended an
invitation for Tony to join us as our guest at an upcoming meeting and this will
hopefully happen before the visit from our guest speaker in February.
Finally, I would like to thank Jo Cowling, Chew Chan, Jean Marc Berthier, Liz
Barlett and Jenny Crofts for their efforts with car-parking duties on Sunday
18th- by all accounts a good day. Keep up the good work everyone!
President

Blurry Rob - too many reds with DG Keith!!!

Rob

Last Week’s Meeting Scribe John Benger
Meeting 19th Sept DG Visit.
Attendance and our commitme nt to Amora. Numbers were well down on those
advised to Amora resulting in major catering and cost problems. Please advise Les
Frampton if you normally attend and cannot make it. Many thanks.
Sergeant Phil was in top form and managed to extract multiple dollars from most.
Dot Brown topped the fines list for a birthday plus her niece having twins.
DG Keith Ryall (my spell checker keeps wanting to change it to Royal but!!!!!) spoke
of the ABC of life – “Anyone But Collingwood”. Keith spoke of our club programs
and the involvement of club members in District, and said “the club was performing
well above its weight”. He especially praised the youth initiatives ranging from the
help to the “at risk” via our Youth Arts Program through to the involvement in Rotary
programs plus our own Slade and Ainger Awards.
Keith mentioned how District had recently followed up prior support to Rochester
with a donation of $25,000 to assist with the white ant problem.
He humorously noted how the PRI’s role was moving from a Texas Cowboy to an
Indian. Keith mentioned something many charities and service organisations are
doing and that is highlighting the number of volunteer hours that are contributed.
Maybe worldwide - billions in value? In relation to sustaining members he said we
need to have a family focus concept in the way people have a sense of belonging to
a club. He also stressed the need to “do things that make people proud to belong”.
I thought Gabrielle gave a brilliant answer to a question about husband and wife
membership when she said “it depends on the family but I find if one member is in
Rotary the partner is inevitably involved”.
Conference. Keith tempted us with some highlights of the 9-12 March 2012
Conference and noted a big advantage of having it in Melbourne was not just cost
but was the quality of entertainment especially the big bands and choirs.
www.2012melbourne.com.au
Vietnam Prosthetic Limb Project. Assistant Governor John Mc Morrow spoke of
his recent visit the RRC prosthetic limb project in Vietnam. He said this was having
a significant impact and could be duplicates and become an imitative that grows into
having significant benefit to the 400,000 amputees in Vietnam and to other countries.

Next Week’s Speaker - Murray Verso
D9800 Membership Director

Becoming a Member of a Rotary club is a way you could choose to make a real difference
There are many benefits to Rotary membership:

Friendship
In an increasingly complex world, Rotary provides one of our basic needs: the need for friendship. It is
one of the two reasons Rotary was founded in 1905.

Business Development
The second reason for Rotary’s origination was business development. Everyone needs to network.
Rotary consists of a cross section of the business community, from all walks of life. Rotarians seek to
help each other and collectively help others.

The Opportunity to Serve
Rotary is a service with the motto Service Above Self. Rotarians provide community service locally
and internationally. This is perhaps the best reason for becoming a Rotarian: the chance to do
something for somebody else and to experience the self-fulfilment that comes from the process. It is a
richly rewarding activity.

The Development of Ethics
Rotarians practise a Four Way Test, a test that governs our ethical standards. Rotarians are expected
to be ethical in business and personal relationships.

Personal Growth and Development
Membership of Rotary continues to provide opportunities for growth and education in human relations
and personal development.

Fellowship
Every Rotary club and District has fellowship activities that provide a diversion from business life.
Conferences, conventions and assemblies also provide good entertainment in addition to information,
education and service.

Continuing Education
Each week at Rotary there is a program designed to keep members informed about community,
national and world events. Guest speakers and timely topics are presented and discussed.

The People
Rotary is fun; the people make it an enjoyable experience! Many lifelong friendships have emanated
from belonging to a Rotary club

www.rotaryaustralia.org.au/gettinginvolved.php

Generation X
- The Bridge to Generation Y
Born between 1965 and 1979 – and now aged between 32 years and 46 years.
Generation X is the perfect bridge generation. They understand and usually adopt
the work ethic and focus of the Boomers. Xers began their economic life when jobs
were harder to get and keep in the early 1990’s during which there was a recession
and much downsizing of the workforce – (very different to the near full employment
today). They saw in the personal computer, AIDS, single parent families and the
growth in multiculturalism. Yet they are closer in age to the Generation Y’s and so
can connect somewhat with their culture, views and values.
Xers believe in a work life balance. They work to live. They are pragmatic and
practical; they learn in a relaxed and interactive environment, they like a round table
style. They access technology and information, ideas and independence, they were
the most educated generation in history, and it means they are aware, informed and
streetwise. They will switch Brands (Rotary?) easily and can be guided by experts.
Financially they have medium term goals and they are credit savvy. They respect
leaders who are doers and able to coordinate and cooperate with them.
Generation X has shifted away from giving money to hierarchical, corporate
based organisations like Red Cross towards grassroots, hands-on, episodic
volunteering in their local communities. They are the most active group of
Australian volunteers for in 2005, 47% of all people who volunteered are aged
between 35 and 44 years. Interestingly they do not volunteer for Rotary. They
are more likely to choose a volunteer activity that provides challenges and
social connections.
As the gap in time widens between successive generations so the difficulty in
understanding each other’s behaviour increases, as a consequence
communicating and connecting becomes more difficult.
Understanding the fundamental differences between generations and adapting
the Rotary Club’s behaviour to match the needs of younger generations is the
key to sustaining the future of the Club. Failure to adapt will ensure the Clubs
demise within 10 years!..........VERY SOBERING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
McCrindle Research (April 2007) In Defence of Gen Y Marketing

www.mccrindle.com.au

NB We have 3 Xers at Richmond

9 -12 March 2012

www.2012melbourne.com.au

AG John McMorrow's visit to Hanoi
VIETCOT (Vietnamese Training Centre for Orthopaedic Technologists). A project of the Rotary
Club of Richmond, D9800.
Report on a visit by AG John McMorrow, 22nd August 2011.
Background
Over 400,000 Vietnamese are in need or artificial limbs or corrective casts. These result from war
(1950s-70s) and the consequent birth deformities, birth defects such as Spina Bifida, cancer, and
victims of accidents. Of these categories the Vietnamese Government only provides assistance to
those whose deformities are a result of war.
VietCot is under the government organisation MOLISA (Ministry of Labor Invalid and Social Affairs),
thus a government department (i.e. the staff are civil servants ). The government funds about 60%
of VietCot facility and the other 40% comes from clinical services and students’ scholarship funds.
VietCot provides prosthetic limbs and corrective casts and corsets for all of
the above categories. It also provides training for a Diploma in Prosthetic
Technology- a three year course- for international students from neighbouring
countries and uses some funds raised to provide scholarships for 2
Vietnamese students, who are unable to meet the $20,000 cost as the
Government support is $900.
Our host for the visit was the Director of the Vietcot facility, Nguyen Hai
Thanh. He and his staff were graceful hosts and he particularly was very
knowledgeable and spoke very good English. No wonder his English was
good, he was taught by a German whilst studying and working in Tanzania and then refined whilst
in Scotland! He stated one of the bigger problems he has is retaining staff as most staff will get a
better paying job in the private sector.
VietCot.
With its headquarters in Ha Noi, VietCot has smaller branches in other
provinces throughout Vietnam but the pilot program for the Rotary
PCast project is based in this building in a very busy part of Ha Noi.
The Ha Noi building reflects the
functions that are provided. It ranges
from the pilot program the RC of Richmond is involved in, to
providing simple procedures that the local hospital cannot provide or
it is too expensive. The standard of care and attention is very high
and patients come from afar. Those that cannot pay are subsidised
by those that can.
On the top floor are very basic residential facilities for the 15 students
who could not afford accommodation otherwise. The next floor has
class rooms set up for the theory lectures which are conducted by the
staff. We had the opportunity to meet with some students who
reflected some of the Asian countries that could benefit from the
PCast technology.
These students are trained in every stage in the production of
casts and limbs from sewing the corsets that hold limbs in
position to setting plaster, cutting and constructing plastics,
measuring and moulding. The second floors contain a series of
practical workshops which the students practise and apply their
learning’s in a controlled environment.

AG John McMorrow's visit to Hanoi (continued)...
On the ground flour the clinic operates. Measurements are taken;
corrective devices are fitted and/or adjusted. Wealthier Vietnamese often
pay to have casts removed from broken limbs and the income from this
is channelled into supplying treatment and casts for the poor.
The centre is also involved in assessing a new method of casting using
water under pressure to mould around the limb socket. This is the PCast
project that the RC of Richmond is assisting. The PCAST technique is
currently under scientific investigation by a collaborative research team
from the University of Melbourne, Rehabilitation Sciences Research
Centre (Austin Health) and Royal Melbourne Hospital. To fully assess
the potential of the PCAST, it is deemed vital to conduct a field trial in a
country where large numbers of amputees are unable to access adequate services to obtain a good
fitting socket. This is where Vietnam fits a good test profile. In order for the PCAST to be accepted,
a well controlled clinical and scientific trial conducted in a developing country is mandatory.
To apply the plaster cast, a plaster wrap is first applied to the limb stump. Before the plaster wrap
hardens the patient places the stump in the PCast tank separated from the
water by a diaphragm made of a plastic bag.
Pressure is then introduced by letting water into the tank and is reached
when the patient is able to stand unaided, supported by the water in the
tank.

During the casting process, the good limb is
placed over a weighing scale to ensure half
of the body weight is on the PCast system.
When the plaster wrap hardens, the tank is depressurised by
letting the water out. The plaster wrap is removed from the
subject’s stump and duplicated without any rectification to make
the socket.

The PCast system has several major benefits over current traditional
methods. Firstly it is very low cost, a fraction of the cost available in countries
like Australia and not just because of labour. It is highly portable and can be
carried into remote areas without great difficulty, as long as there is access to
water for pressurisation. It requires less skill and experience than that
needed by a prosthetist, so more technicians can be trained to apply the
technique. The process is dependent on the use of full weight-bearing by
amputee to produce the socket and therefore results in a better fit. It also produces a 100%
accurate prosthetic limb that does not need rectification and rework which is labour intensive and
costly.
This is a valuable project for the RC of Richmond to
be involved in. When the pilot phase is complete and
the quantifiable and qualitative results are available
then the full benefits can be realised as the
technology is applied not only in Vietnam but also
neighbouring countries. Well done to the RC of
Richmond for embracing this worthwhile cause.

ROTARY CLUB
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SEPTEMBER IS ROTARY ‘NEW GENERATIONS MONTH’

From New Generations to next generation
(Adapted from the RI ‘Celebrate New Generations Month -- Weekly Update’ 17 Sept 2011)

Every year, thousands of talented and dedicated young people have an incredible experience in
a New Generations program. Learn how you can turn these future leaders into the next
generation of Rotarians.
Please make time to watch this video: http://vimeo.com/28457109

ROTARY CLUB OF RICHMOND’S ‘NEW
GENERATIONS’ YOUTH, EDUCATION & PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS INCLUDE Ainger Public Speaking Awards:
Chair, Ben Hosking
An effective speaking program for secondary school students from invited schools in
the metropolitan area. Heats conducted over 4 nights a week prior to the Finals.
Cost: Sponsored by the Ainger Family in memory of Rotarian Ern Ainger

Slade Literary Awards:
Chairs, Janice Kesterton/Kristen Widdop
These awards are open to Year 9 and Year 10 students from State Secondary
Colleges. First prize is awarded to the student with the best piece of original prose
or poetry of up to 1000 words; includes a prize for the Runner-up, along with an ESL
prize (ESL Runner-up awarded in 2011.) Judges look for creativity, originality,
fluency, conviction and appeal.
Cost: Sponsored by the Slade Family in memory of Rotarian Henry Slade

Mock Job Interviews:
Chair, Tim Baker
Conducted annually at Melbourne Girls College, Yarra Boulevard, Richmond by the
RC Richmond, in conjunction with the some MGC staff. Provides a ‘professional

New Generation Month...2
interview’ experience for up to 84 selected Year 10 students who are seen to have a
need to develop job application and job interview skills
Cost: Nil

Science Experience:
New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson
RC Richmond sponsors Year 9 and Year 10 students (approximately 10-12 students)
to an annual three days, hands-on, science experience in universities and tertiary
institutions.
Cost: Approx. $110 per student

National Youth Science Awards:
New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson
The National Youth Science Forum is a 12 day program for students moving into
Year 12 who are thinking about a career in Science, Engineering and Technology. It
introduces them to research and researchers and encourages the achievement of
excellence.
Cost: $2,240 - partly paid by participant, partly paid by RC Richmond

MUNA - Mock United Nations Assembly:
New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson
A program which simulates the workings of the United Nations by having 2 teams of
Year 11 students representing a member country of the United Nations. The country
representatives engage in debate on matters of world politics and social concerns to
help develop in students an awareness of the United Nations (UN).
Cost: $250 per student

RYPEN - Rotary Youth Program of Enrichment:
New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson
A weekend seminar program for secondary students between the ages of 14 and 17
years. It aims to broaden horizons culturally, socially and academically and lift
aspirations in a supervised residential weekend. The Club provides this opportunity
to two Students from the Melbourne Girls’ College, Richmond twice yearly. Next
camp is in October 2011.
Cost: $275 per student

RYLA - Rotary Youth Leadership Award:
New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson
In our Rotary District 9800 RYLA is usually held in the first week of December. In
2011, RYLA will be held at Camp Oasis, Mount Evelyn - Sunday November 27th
through Saturday December 3rd. Our Club has nominated a young Melbourne
University graduate, Felix Shen, who was a 2011 Census Collector with Annie
Wysham. RYLA gives young people the chance to come together in a supportive
environment to gain a better understanding of their own strengths and the unique
qualities and abilities of others. It also provides an opportunity for young people to
develop a network of resources to facilitate their roles and development; learn about
teamwork, communication, motivation and to develop the leadership skills through
experiential workshops. Creates a greater awareness of social issues affecting
young people and demonstrate Rotary's commitment to our new generations. RYLA
is held at Camp Oasis, M Evelyn, Vic. http://oasis.asn.au/
Cost: $690 per participant
View Rotary District 9800’s New Generation initiatives at: http://www.rotarydistrict9800.org.au/

New Generation Month...3
PS From New Generations Chair, Nia Holdenson There are other New Generation projects that RCR sometimes participate in,
depending on applicants. One is the Lord Somers/Powerhouse Camp. I have
advertised this, but have no takers so far.
Cost: $460 per person ($100 deposit paid by participant and balance by our Rotary
Club)

RC RICHMOND’S COMMUNITY SERVICES/ NEW GENERATIONS
PROJECTS
RYAP - Rotary Youth Arts Project:
Chair, Tim Baker
A project designed to attract and graduate 25 disadvantaged young people, aged
between 14 and 20 years, living in the City of Yarra High Rise Estates, by
participating in Dance at Dancehouse and Photography at the Centre for
Contemporary Photography. At the end of the program there is an exhibition of the
participant’s photographic artwork and a choreographed dance event.
Graduates are offered a Place in the RCR Next Step Project
Cost: Approx. $53,000

Next Step Program:
Chair, Tim Baker
Supports 45 disadvantaged young people for 3 years and prepares them for - and
helps them find - employment. Each year the aim is to recruit 15 students aged
between 16 and 19 years, who graduated from the RYAP and who attend schools in
the City of Yarra
Cost: Approx. $50,000

Compiled by Annie Wysham: Chair, Marketing/PR

UPCOMING EVENTS
Date
Day
26‐Sep Monday
Kerry Kornhauser
3‐Oct Monday
Murray Verso
10‐Oct Monday
John McMorrow
13‐Oct Thursday "Bouzy Rouge" Restaurant Bar
17‐Oct Monday
NO MEETING
20‐Oct Thursday RYAP Exhibition & Celebration
20‐Oct Thursday RYAP Dinner ‐ Treacy Centre
24‐Oct Monday
Cup Carnival with R C Fitzroy
28‐Oct Friday
"Chinese Museum" Tour & Lunch
31‐Oct Monday
NO MEETING
24‐Nov Thursday "Duneira" Garden Tour
* Club Meeting

Women in Rotary
Rotary Membership
Rotarian Behind the Badge
Fellowship
Exhibition & Dinner
Dinner ‐ 8.00pm

Chairperson
Jo Cowling
Les Frampton
Jenny Crofts
www.bouzyrouge.com.au

FoRR

Tim Baker
bakert@ozemail.com.au
Michael O'Sullivan
Janet Wang

FoRR

Stephen Ryan

A Rotary Youth Arts Project

SnapHop 2011
Combined launch
Home Video with the SnapHop Dance Class
Looking for Place by SnapHop Photography Class
Free event

Thursday 20 October, 6–8pm
Dancehouse
150 Princes Street, Carlton North
Nibbles and drinks provided

There will be an additional exhibition of Looking for Place
Opening Thursday 27 October 6–8pm
Centre for Contemporary Photography
404 George Street, Fitzroy
Exhibition dates: Friday 28 October – Thursday 3 November
The exhibition will not be open on Saturday 29 October
Gallery hours
Wednesday–Friday, 11am–6pm
Sunday, 12–5pm

More information
ryap@dancehouse.com.au
03 9347 2860

Image by: Elliot Ive
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Carl t on

collingwood

JOIN US FOR DINNER TO THANK OUR
CONTRIBUTORS AND SPONSORS

Treacy Conference Centre
126 The Avenue, Parkville
Telephone: 03 8359 0101 Website: www.treacycentre.com.au

Thursday 20 October 2011 at 8.00pm
Cost $45.00
Drinks at Bar Prices
Treacy Conference Centre is sited at 126 The Avenue, Parkville [Melway Map 29 Ref F12]. The
nearest cross street, the corner on which the Centre is located, is Walker Street. The Avenue runs
parallel to Royal Parade.

Parking is available on The Avenue (Park side) and Walker Street, also in the Conference Centre

CELEBRATE SnapHop, RYAP 2011
ROTARY CLUB
OF RICHMOND INC

RSVP: 10 October 2011
To:
Tim Baker
M: 0412 568 531
E: bakert@ozemail.com.au

